1) Ask for Help

With the assistance of a friend. Have the friend hold onto the exterior side of the glass frame to prevent it from falling out of the door as the inner frame is being removed.

2) Unsnap Frame

On the interior side of the door, place the stiff putty knife between the lite frame and the glass.

Pull the handle of the putty knife towards you until you hear the inner lite frame separate from the exterior lite frame.

Continue moving the putty knife around the lite frame until all of the snaps have released.

3) Remove Frame and Lite

Remove the interior lite frame.

Remove the lite.

Questions or Concerns: For guest assistance contact MASTERCRAFT® by sending an email to: MastercraftDoorHelp@MidwestManufacturing.com

For more information, including troubleshooting help and videos, please visit: www.MastercraftDoors.com